Right End Plate Frame - Top close out
Right End Plate Frame - Downstream close out
Right End Plate Frame - Upstream close out
Right End Plate Frame - Nose side close out
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REV.

THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION

MATERIAL

DEBUR & BREAK ALL SHARP EDGES

SURFACES

MACHINED

FINISH

NOTED

OTHERWISE

UNLESS

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

TOLERANCES ARE:

DIM & TOL PER ASME Y14.5.

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

TOLERANCES ARE:

±.003 ±.001 ±.000

NOTES

All Dimensions are in Inches

Unless otherwise stated diametric tolerance for holes is +/- 0.003 inches

Positional tolerance for holes is 0.006 Inches

All holes to be burr free, however, sharp edges are permitted

All dimensions are at 68 Deg F
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